
Unearthed Hints



Andy Lindsey Unlock:

1. You will need to have read all of the character cards in order to do this puzzle.

2. Read the questions that Andy uses as his icebreaker. Then read the other

character cards to see how they answer the questions.

3. Example: The person with a favorite seat is Caleb who tells you why his favorite

is the middle.



Cipher Wheel
1. You will need to have completed Andy’s ice breaker and unlocked his QR code

before you can complete this. You will be able to match up the face symbols with

the Mayan numbers(the dots and lines) from what Mandi gives you in Andy’s

unlock.

2. You should be able to match up the normal numbers to the Mayan numbers by

looking at the numbers and seeing a pattern.

3. Each dot is 1 and each line is 5. So two dots and one line would equal 7.



Map Puzzle
1. Use the information in Andy’s journal to place all of the tokens in the correct

position on the jungle map.

2. Be sure to take note of the cardinal directions.



Excavation Unlock:
1. Dr. Terrence Foster mentions showing Amy your excavation skills.

2. Amy mentions the tools you need to use. “Always trowel, pick, and brush, with

each one followed by the dustpan.”

3. Make sure you pay close attention to the wording.



Stone Grid Unlock:
1. You will need to have solved and unlocked the excavation puzzle before you can

complete this puzzle. The amount at the top of each column shows what all of the

numbers in that column should add up to.

2. Find the columns that have only one possible answer and fill those in first. With

the numbers remaining you should be able to find other columns that now only

have one possible answer. Keep doing this until you are done.

3. Start with the columns that equal 15 and 10 (since they each have only one right

answer). Now fill in the numbers for the columns that equal 34 and 27. Next, fill

in the column that equals 42 and finish with the column that equals 43.



Who Is Not Missing Unlock:
1. You will need to have placed everyone in the correct places on the jungle map in

order to answer this question.

2. You will also need to have read Andy’s loose journal page. It mentions someone

moving their tent.



Who Is Missing:
1. You will need to have placed everyone in the correct places on the jungle map. In

order to answer this question.



Inform and Confront:
1. You will need to have unlocked the “Who is Missing?” and the “Who is not

missing?” Cards before you can do this.



Maze Unlock:

1. You will need to have unlocked the “Inform and Confront” card before you can

do this puzzle. Dr. Syrews has instructions for you in that unlock.

2. You are looking for the number of paths from the inside of the maze to the

outside of the maze.

3. Some paths might overlap but still count as separate paths.



Post Card

1. You will need to have figured out the cipher wheel before you can do this puzzle.

2. Make sure the cipher wheel is in the correct position and then use it with the

postcard.



Satellite Phone Unlock:
1. You will need to have figured out the cipher wheel before you can do this puzzle.

2. Make sure the cipher wheel is in the correct position and then use it with the

postcard.

3. The numbers you need are in the group that matches with the name on the

satellite phone.



Underground Chamber Unlock:
1. Listen carefully to JD. He has the instructions you need to get across the floor.

2. JD mentions that you can step onto the starting square more than once. This is

important.

3. Here is your starting move: Move right onto the floor marked with the 0, then

move back to the start.

4. ADD TRANSCRIPT



Box Solution Unlock:
1. You should have everything else completed before you try this.

2. You will need to use the instructions you get from the satellite phone unlock and

the ruin floor puzzle unlock.


